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Anthony F. J. Martinis got introduced to motor
racing in those innocent days right after WWII. His first
racer was a ’27 T-bucket that he stripped down, and
fitted with a Ford four cylinder Model “B” block and an
Alexander OHV head. He had a lot of inexpensive fun
running it on circle tracks around northern California.

Tony and his friend, Mike Simpson, then pooled
their limited resources and got an MGTD in ’51. It was
basically stock, and served as Tony’s daily driver. How-
ever, whenever they could scrape together enough spare
cash for an entry fee, they would remove the hubcaps,
tape over the headlights, don a leather helmet, and go
racing. While their racing record did not set any records,
they survived, and had a lot of fun in the process. Tony
relates one DNF experience when he got run off the road
into a heavy patch of iceplant while racing at Tory Pines,
near San Diego. He recently learned that one competitor
in that race was some kid from LA named Bob Lytle,
who was running a Riley. There is good reason to specu-
late that Lytle was the culprit who sent Tony off into the
weeds.

Tony and Mike also raced at Pebble Beach that
year, where they ended up being pitted right next to Tom
Carstens’ team that was running their famous #14 Allard.
Members of the two teams did get to know each other
quite well in the course of the weekend. However, Tony
admits that once on the track, he only got a few glimpses

of the Allard as it blew past him every couple
laps during the race. Once they returned to
the pits, Tom Carstens and Bill Pollack were
called to get the trophy before they were able
to park the Allard back in its slot, so Carstens
asked Tony if he would do them a favor.
Thus, Tony’s introduction to an Allard was
limited to moving the monster about 20 feet in
reverse. But that experience was enough to
make him vow that - once he could afford it,
he would own an Allard.

By the early ‘90’s, Tony found that he
could afford an Allard. But, how does one
begin a search for one of those rare beasts?
Shortly thereafter, he happened to stumble
across a wrecked P1 in a Sacramento area
junkyard. Not just any wreck, but one that
had been virtually pounded into the mud. It
seems that the fairly complete car had been
reposing next to a dump truck for a few

years, until one day someone wanted the dump truck’s
chassis. In the process, the employee assigned to the task
rather unceremoniously set the truck’s box atop the
Allard, where it remained for a few more years – or at
least long enough for the junkyard’s owner to forget that
he even owned it. It was not until he was forced to move
to another location that he discovered the squashed
remains of the P1, at a point in time that roughly coincided
with Tony’s Allard quest. Tony ended up buying the
remains of the P1 for little more than pocket change.

Once Tony found himself to be a bona fide Allard
owner, he began his research in earnest. One of Tony’s
Internet-savvy friends plugged him into John Allard, who
referred him to Michelle Wilson of the Allard Owner’s
Club in the UK. She, in turn, referred him to Roger
Hayes, Bob Lytle, and Andy Picariello.

In this process, Tony formulated a vision of his
Allard project in his mind, and commenced his pursuit of
that vision. Since the P1 body was, for all practical
purposes, “history,” he decided upon going the J2X route.
And this is where one thing led to another. Tony likes to
use the analogy of the ultimate costs and complexities that
result from a seemingly simple $2.50 investment in a
marriage license.

First off, he decided to retain the P1 frame’s
basic dimensions and configuration. Next, after consider-
able fabrication, he installed a live rear axle on coil springs

Tony Martinis’ Jurasic J2XXX

The bodywork on the Martinis P2/J2X is absolutely flawless
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in the rear, and modified latter day components
for a split front axle. Concurrently, Tony made
several sketches and drawings of the J2X-type
body that he envisioned for his project. Once
he had basically a “rolling chassis,” Tony
loaded it into a container for shipment to John
Pitney in the UK to have an appropriate
aluminum body fabricated.While things began
progressing, the limitations of phone and letter
communications soon became apparent.
Extensive visits with Roger and Sylvia Hayes
helped considerably during their visit to
Tony’s home in Sacramento, but Tony
eventually decided that a personal visit was
necessary. So he flew to England, where he
had an opportunity to attend an Allard
Owners Club meeting, visit Brooklands, and
also make a trip up to observe the project in
Pitney’s shops.

Once the Allard got back to Sacra-
mento, he began with the mechanicals. For
engine and power train, he decided upon a
modern drive train and running gear, with
power from an 800+ HP Ford Mustang
DOHC engine with Whipple supercharger.
He is also going with a full complement of
comfort items that we have come to expect
these days.

After seeing the pictures of this
monster, I dubbed it “The Jurassic J2”.
Anthony plans to use it as a high speed, long
range tourer. He plans to enter in any rallies
that will accept a car of this type. I think that
Sydney would approve.

The Jurassic J2XXX - Continued from Page 4

Tony's custom Allard combines the best of both worlds

Checkout the dash on Tony's wild creation!
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Additional Photos....

Another view of Rick Newman and Anne's beautiful L-type

The front end of Tony's P2/J2X

Tony's engine block
 on the left, will soon look

 like the engine on the right...




